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Abstract. Wave is formed from the movement of air caused by pressure variations that make 

airflow move from high pressure toward places of low pressure. Understanding the wave patterns 

is challenging since it is highly changeable in space as they travel in variety of directions and 

heights. Wave are also changing over time especially during the monsoon seasons. Hence, to 

extract significant information from this highly changeable behaviour of wave this study has 

utilized a multi-dimensional clustering technique called co-clustering. This technique is able to 

cluster spatio-temporal data with similar behavior into spatial and temporal components 

simultaneously. To reveal the spatial and temporal patterns, an algorithm called Bregman Block 

Average co-clustering with I-divergence (BBAC_I) has been implemented for extracting wave 

patterns. In order to discover the wave behaviour, the extracted wave patterns were visualized in 

the form of heatmap that contain information of co-clusters; spatial clusters and temporal clusters 

dimensions. Then, both spatial and temporal clusters from the heatmap were transformed into 

geographical maps to depict the variation of wave patterns based on their individual dimension. 

From these maps, we could observe the distribution of 8 different group of clusters that 

representing the spatial wave patterns. Furthermore, 5 individual maps have been produced to 

depict the temporal wave patterns across the study area. Finally, the obtained maps were 

interpreted in the form of wave height which were found to be within 0.4 to 1.4 m heights. The 

wave height information can be used for identifying their potential for ocean energy harvesting 

along the coastal area. In generally, the generated spatio-temporal wave patterns from this study 

could aid Malaysian marine agencies to provide strategic planning for proposing future ocean 

energy in Malaysian coastal area. 

 

1.  Introduction 

Wave is a geo-referenced time series dataset that is highly changeable across space and time. Due to this 

dynamic nature of wave, it is become very challenging to identify significant behaviour for exploring 

the possibility to harvesting energy. In fact, Malaysia has the 29th longest coastline in the world, with a 

total length of 4675 kilometres (kilometres)  and making it a great ocean energy resource [1]. Malaysian 

seas are characterised by low significant wave height from (0.5–1 m) and long wave periods from (4–

5.5 s). But, in monsoon periods, Malaysian wave can ranging from 8 to 20 kW/m [2]. There are various 

types wave patterns guided from the World Meteorological Organization sea state. A better 

understanding of waves movement and their potential for power harvesting are necessary due to the 
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various characteristics of waves that are vary over time and space. This dynamic behaviour can lead to 

an exploration of wave patterns. Thus, an appropriate data mining approach is required to allow data 

exploration in both space and time components simultaneously. 

    Spatial-temporal data exploration are becoming increasingly important in a wide variety of 

applications in providing better understanding about the nature of the data [3]. Data mining is 

advantageous for spatio-temporal data exploration because it discovers hidden patterns in huge datasets. 

Clustering is a key element of spatio-temporal data mining. It organizes relevant data components 

together and also provides a higher-level perspective of the data [4]. Previously, most clustering studies 

have concentrated only on a single dimension of geographic information for data exploration that are 

either spatial or temporal dimension [5],[6]. This clustering technique is performed over a single 

dimension for grouping things based on their spatial and temporal characteristics, respectively. For 

instance, spatial clustering is used to identify clusters in attribute values across the spatial component. 

The resulting clusters are groups of locations that exhibit similar behavior. As a result, the temporal 

element was absent within these patterns. Similarly, to temporal clustering, the data is grouped according 

to similar characteristics that occurred over time without taking into account spatial elements within the 

data. Hence, clustering from both spatial and temporal dimensions could provide a new insight in 

performing clustering over geospatial dataset. This type of clustering method is called co-clustering. 

Hagenauer and Helbich [4] defined the co-clustering as the simultaneous grouping of columns and rows 

in a matrix dataset. In general, the co-clustering performs significantly better than one-dimensional 

clustering [4],[5]. Spatio-temporal clustering is important since it enables the extraction of a series of 

groups based on both spatial and temporal data simultaneously [7]. The idea of co-clustering has grown 

in relevance since it was first proposed by Hartigan [8], and now it has extensively been applied in many 

applications include bioinformatics, crime behaviour prediction, traffic dynamic analysis, climate and 

metrological data [9]. For instance, Kluger [6] has studied using spectral bi-clustering technique that 

simultaneously groups genes into common expression patterns across different type of genes and gene 

conditions.  

    For detail wave data exploration, the co-clustering method can suitably applies for extracting spatio-

temporal patterns that will exhibit the significant behaviour of wave and their potential for converting 

into energy [10],[11]. Furthermore, an appropriate geo-visualization approaches are required to 

thoroughly explore the extracted spatio-temporal patterns to gain better understanding of wave 

behaviour. 

    Therefore, this study has introduced the implementation of co-clustering algorithm for extracting 

spatio-temporal wave patterns across Malaysian seas. Specifically, the Bregman block average co-

clustering algorithm was utilized in this study. Even though, Malaysian seas are highly influenced by 

the monsoon seasons (southwest monsoon and northeast monsoon) [12], the obtained co-clustering 

results have detected the invariably changes in wave dataset. These finding were interpreted into ocean 

energy potential. Hopefully, these spatio-temporal wave patterns discovery could aid Malaysian marine 

agencies in their strategic planning for proposing future ocean energy. 

2.  Concept of Co-Clustering  

The concept of co-clustering is illustrated in Figure 1, where partitions in rows (R) I1 ,..., In and columns 

(C) J1,..., Jn are clustered separately. Crossing the row and column partitions results in co-clustering 

clusters. Co-clustering clusters, also called biclusters, will extract a set of submatrices from the original 

data matrix. When rows and columns are partitioned into partitions, there are two types of co-cluster 

structures: diagonal block and checkerboard structures. The diagonal block is defined as a bicluster that 

is exclusive of rows and columns (rectangular diagonal blocks after row and column reordering) [13]. 

These blocks are subsets of rows and columns whose expression values are similar. A perfect matrix 

rearrangement would produce an image with K diagonal rectangular blocks (Figure 2). The 

checkerboard structure (Figure 3) identifies each row using all column clusters and each column using 

all row clusters. The rows and columns attributes contain information about the membership of the row 
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and column clusters. Each of these checkerboard partitions has its own cluster, and the distinction 

between them is based on their similarity within the groups. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Concept co-clustering. a) Features for row input; b) objects for columns and c)the co-

clustering when combine with row and columns [14]. 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Diagonal Biclusters in rows and columns [13]. 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Checkerboard Structure for Co-clustering [6]. 

 

    The Bregman block average co-clustering algorithm with I-divergence (BBAC_I) were applied in a 

study [10] to implement the simultaneous analysis of the spatial and temporal configuration in geo-

referenced time series. The I-divergences were chosen cause from the study [15] it analytically proved 

its superiority. The variations among the wave values within each co-cluster along with both spatial 

(location) and temporal (years) dimensions. This co-clustering applies both equally to the objects and 

attributes [16]. For this study, the co-clustering techniques reduce distortion by assigning each spatial 

and years to the nearest spatial- and years-clusters. This process ends when convergence occurs, 

resulting in optimal co-clustering. The co-clustering results then generate a re-ordered data matrix. That 
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is, all spatial or years in the same co-cluster are combined by exchanging rows and columns. A co-

cluster is the intersection of two locations/years clusters. In this way, co-clustering allows for the 

analysis of spatial patterns with the time-varying of years (temporal patterns). 

3.  Methodology  

3.1.  Data and Study Area 

This study used time series wave data starting from 2011 until 2021(10 years) and these data were 

obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The downloaded 

data was in the format Network Common Data Form (NetCDF). The ECMWF consist of 

multidimensional variables such as wind data, wave data, temperature, and others. The study area for 

this analysis was covered within the South China Sea (Figure 4), where this ocean area is frequently 

battered by strong winds from both the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. In addition, the South 

China Sea's ocean energy resources have great potential for exploitation [17]. 

 

 
Figure 4. South China Sea (Study Area).  

 

     In the context of co-clustering using spatio-temporal data, the majority of research has used the same 

algorithm which is Bregman Block Average Co-Clustering with I-divergence (BBAC_I). This BBAC_I 

was used to capture the interactions of wave patterns between the location in the South China Sea and 

the years. In the beginning, the wave data were read using Python in NetCDF format which has three 

dimensions (time, latitude, longitude). The variable in wave data was extracted which is significant wave 

height using Python. The dimensions for variable wave are (132,41,65) and the latitude and the longitude 

in this analysis is assigned as space(location). It will read as a 2D which is space and the time is assigned 

as time.  

 

3.2 The Bregman Block Average Co-Clustering with I-Divergence (BBAC_I). 

In this section, the co-clustering analysis was run using a BBAC_I algorithm. The BBAC_I algorithm 

begins by choosing a random co-clustering scheme for row clustering (p) and column clustering (c) (y). 

For this analysis, the number of column and the number of rows were set to 8 and 5.  Each iteration of 

the algorithm updates one of the parameters, p or y, in order to minimize the loss function. The loss 

function is one of the BBAC_I parameters that must be set during the clustering process [18]. 

Additionally, the loss function is referred to as the cost function or error function. Second step, the loss 

information between the original and co-clustered matrix is calculated by the BBAC_I (I-divergence). 

In the iteration step, the algorithm will update a space and time into the space-clusters and time-clusters. 

The iteration for this analysis is set as 10 where it will update the space and time 10 times.  The last part 
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is to recalculate the co-clustering loss of information. The result is in the checkerboard where the spatial- 

temporal of a matrix was grouped into the same space cluster and the time cluster. 

    The convergence was set to the threshold of the changes in the loss of information which is 0.1.The 

maximum number of iterations was set to 10 times to guarantee the convergence stability for the co-

clustering results. Table 1 shows the four steps BBAC_I algorithm for an extraction wave pattern.  

 

Table 1. Steps in Co-Clustering Method. 

Step 1: Choosing a random co-clustering scheme for row clustering (p) and column clustering (c) (y) 

where row as space and column as a time. It will randomly state the location of the space clusters 

and time to a time-clusters. 

Step 2: From that, it will calculate the loss in mutual information between the original matrix and co-

clustered matrix which is calculated by the I-divergence. 

Step 3: The iteration will update a space and time into the space-clusters and time-clusters. 

Step 4: The generated loss of mutual information will recalculate before and after the co-clustering. 

If the change of the value loss in mutual information is smaller than the threshold, need the co-

clustering was obtained. However, if not, need to start a new loop and repeat Step 2. 

 

    As a result, the implemented of BBAC_I allow for the identification of significant patterns of wave 

that go through radical changes in composition over time and space as they evolve simultaneously. 

Furthermore, the patterns that have been extracted were further analyzed in the form of wave heights in 

order to identify their suitability for energy harvesting with regard to their locations along the coastal 

area. 

 

4.  Result and Discussion 

The extracted spatio-temporal wave patterns using the BBAC_I algorithm were converted into 

geographical maps in order to represent the patterns in both space and the year’s cluster. The main co-

clusters output is presented in the checkerboard matrix with the size of 8 columns x 5 rows. Figure 5 

shows the checkerboard for space and years co-clusters. The blue indicates the value of the wave is 

0.2m. the red color shows the highest value which is 1.4m. the cluster is divided into 5 colors which are 

red, peach, light grey, light blue, and blue. Each of the colors represents a different cluster with different 

value of wave height. 

    Figure 6 shows the space cluster in South China Sea area. In addition, the total number cluster is 8 

and each the clusters represent a different color such as red, orange, bright orange, peach, light grey, 

light blue, cornflower-blue, royal blue, and blue. All these colors are from matplotlib in Python. The 

West Malaysia, Sabah, and Sarawak were located from 2.5 – 7.5 (latitude) and from 109 – 119 

(longitude). This result was generated from the BBAC_I algorithm which indicates the space with a 

different cluster. Moreover, the result shows the location with different clusters and colors that are 

assigned in each location. For example, cluster 1 with blue color is assigned from latitude -5.0 to -7.5 

and from longitude 95 to 113, at 7.5 to 10 latitude and ranging from 90 to 97 longitude. The red color 

from cluster 8 was located from -2.5 to -5.0 latitude and for longitude is ranging from 107 to 125 

longitude. Next, the South China Sea area has a variety of color that indicates cluster 3,4,5, and 6. The 

white color represents West Malaysia, Sabah, Sarawak, and West Sumatera which do not have any 

cluster because there is no significant wave height value (null) at the mainland.  
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Figure 5. Checkerboard co-cluster for space and time of wave pattern. 

 

 
Figure 6. Space cluster for the South China Sea. 

 

      Next, figure 7 depicts the time clusters for each cluster. The total clusters that are available are 5 and 

each of the time clusters indicate the significant wave height. All the discussion for this result in figure 

7 will focus on South China Sea area. For example, the blue color from cluster 1 depicts that the 

significant wave height is 0.2 – 0.4 m. For time cluster 2, in the South China Sea area, the significant 

wave height is from 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 which indicates blue, cornflower-blue, and light grey. Next, for 

time cluster 3, the significant wave height is range from 0.2 – 0.4 m. In addition, the color that is involved 

in cluster 3 is blue and cornflower-blue. Next, in time cluster 4, the range of significant wave height is 

from 0.2 – 1.2 m where the color involved is blue, cornflower-blue, peach and light grey. However, 

there is one location that depicts the highest wave height which is 1.4 m in time cluster 2 and time cluster 

5. Lastly, for time cluster 5, the wave height is between range 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.4 m. 

 

 
Figure 7. Time cluster for the South China Sea. 
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Figure 8. Cluster Plot for the extracted Cluster and Dates for time cluster. 

 

    Figure 8 depicts the cluster plot result for each cluster and corresponds to specific dates (temporal). 

This figure shows the exact cluster were define by year and related to the exact date. For example, the 

intersection for cluster 1 between the space and temporal clusters is highlighted in cornflower-blue 

(Figure 7), and the exact dates assigned for cluster 1 are 2/1/2011, 6/1/2011, 12/1/2012, 2/1/2013, 

5/1/2014, 6/1/2014, 7/1/2015, 3/1/2016, 6/1/2016, 4/1/2017, 11/1/2017, 11/1/2018, 7/1/2019, 

10/1/2019, 3/1/2020, 5/1/2020, and 6/1/2021(Figure 8). Another example is that there is only one peach 

color depicted in figure 5, and the same for figure 7 in cluster 4. This is due to the spatial distribution. 

For cluster 5, the red color is separated in Figure 5, this is because of the spatial distribution and the 

time cluster which is assigned in time cluster 5.  Similarly, the information obtained from each result is 

that each cluster is assigned to a specific cluster, the area in South China Sea, and exact dates based on 

significant wave height, and lastly, they are generally related to each other. 

5.  Conclusion 

This study has implemented a multi-dimensional clustering method to extract the spatial and temporal 

of wave patterns using the Bregman Block Average Co-Clustering with I-Divergence algorithm.  The 

main co-cluster result depicts the location and years of wave patterns in the form of heatmap. The finding 

showed that, clusters that were distributed in South China Sea area are belong to cluster 2, 3, 4,5 and 6. 

Furthermore, the significant wave heights for these clusters were range from 0.4 to 1.2 m. For the time 

clusters, the highest wave is 1.4 m height and it just appears only in one location in time cluster 5. Since 

this study has only provided the preliminary finding of co-clustering wave patterns, hence, estimation 

of ocean energy that can be converted from the wave patterns is not further discuss in this work. The 

energy estimation from the spatio-temporal wave patterns can be potentially explored in future work. 

Furthermore, further study of wave patterns can be elaborated in detail by considering the monsoon 

seasons period; the Southwest Monsoon and Northeast Monsoon and better visualization to present the 

cluster. This new discovery could help in identifying which period of monsoon has the highest potential 

for harvesting ocean energy along the Malaysian coastal area. 
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